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Various kiπds 01 dist1・ibu.tedapplications are developed byω向，gobject-oriented technologies like CORJ;JA， which 
are widely包sedto realizetke伽teroperabilityamong tke applications. In addition to T・ealizingtke飢teroperability，
it is essimtial to make tke distributed objects securely manip包lated. Tke purpose-oriented access control model 

introdu，ces a pu，rpose concept to tke access cont7・01model in tke dist1・ibutedobjects. Tke purpose skows why a 

8ubject manipulates an object by飢vokinga method. In this paper， we disc'Uss the pu.rpose-oriented access control 

model初 theobject-oriented system and fu，rthermore discωS 11，011) to incorporate role concepts in the p町 "]Jose-

oriented model. 

1 Introduction 
Various kinds of object-o巾 ntedsystems [2] have 

been developed by using object-oriented languages like 
C++ and JAVA [9]. Object・orientedsystems are com-
posed of multiple objects. An object is叩 encapsula-
tion of da七aand methods for manipulating the d叫a.
The objects are s七ructuredwith is・arelations in the 
object-orien旬dsystems while the objects are noもre-
lated with is-a in the object・basedsystems. The Com-
mon Object RequesもBro!cerArchitecture (CORBA) 
[12] is now getting a standard framework for realizing 
the interoperabilityamong various kinds of distributed 
applications. 1n addition色orealizing the interoper-
ability， the applications are required to be secure， i.e. 
objects noもonlyhave to be protected from i1legally 
manipulated but also haveもobe prevented i1legal in-
formation fiow (4，14，6] among objects. 

1n the basic access control，model [10]，回 access
rule is specified in a form (s， 0， op) which-means that 
a subject s is allowed to manipulaもe叩 object0 by 
invoking a method 01' of the object 0・Apair (0， 01') is 
an access rigkt gran民dto the subject s. Only requests 
which satisfy the access rules are低 ceptedto be per-
formed. Otherwise， the requests are rejected. The 
access control model implies the coπ.finement prob-
lem [11]， i.e. il1egal inforrr凶 ionftow may occur among 
subjects叩 dobjects in the system. 1n order to make 
every informa~ion fio_w legal， the laUice based access 
COI巾 01model [1，4，14J is proposed. The legal informa-
tion fiow is given by classifying o~・ects and subjects 
and defining the can-ftow relation [4] between classes 
of objectsand subjects. 1nもhemandatory model，もhe
access rules are specified by an authorizer so that only 
the legal information ftowoccurs. For example， if a 
subject s reads an objecも0，information in 0 fiowsもo
s. Hence，叶lesubject s is allowed to read the object 
o only if a caπ.ftow relation from 0 to s is au出orized.
In the discretionaηmodel [3，5，6]， access rule5 are 

defined in a distributed manner whileぬemandatory 
access rule5 are specified only by出eauthorizer in a 
centralized manner. For example， a subject can gr叩 4
other subjec旬 anaccess rule granted to the subject 
in the relational database systems like Oracle [13]佃 d
Syb剖 e(16]. 1n the role-based model [7，15，18)， a role 
i~ definedto be. a collection of access rights.， which 
show a job function in the enterprise. The access rule 
is specified by granting subjec旬 theroles only if the 
subjec旬 canplayもheroles in the enterprise while each 
subject is gran七edan access right in出eaccess control 
model. The role-based model is now being used in 
V紅 iouskinds of applications since it is easierむogran七
access rights to subjects. 

The traditional access control models discuss what 
subject can ~anip，!late what object by what method. 
The auもhors[17， 19J newly prop佃 ea pu.叩ose-oriented
model which takes into account a pu叩oseconcept why 
each subject manipul叫esobjec旬 inthe object-b鎚 ed
system. 1n the object-b剖 edsystem， methods are in-
voked in a nested manner. The purpose is modeled 
to be a method which invokes another method in the 
object-based sys民m.It is critical to discuss howもo
specify access rules in the nested invocation of meth-
ods. One way is that a method 01'1 of an object 01 
can invoke a method 01'2 of an objecも02ぜasulト
jec~ which in~ok~B OP1 is granted an access right怜，
OP2}. Sybase [16] adopts the ownership ckain -mech~ 
nism where OP1 ca.n iI1voke OP2 if出eowner of 02 is the 
same凶 '?1even if s is notgranted an accessright (02， 
01'2).日is noもe槌 y，possibly impossible to au.ぬorize
acc~Bs .rules for huge number of 訓告onomousobjects 
叩 dsubjec旬.Another way is to speedily whether OP1 
can. invoke OP2 ~nly if 01 is granもedan access right (02， 
01'2). We take this object pa1.rwise a.pproack. 

1n addition，. we discuss how to incorporateもherole 
concep旬 intothe purpose-oriented model in an object-
oriented 5y凶emwhere methods are invoked in the 
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nesもedmanner. 
In section 2， we presentもherole concept. the object-

oriented system. In section 3， we discuss the purpose-
oriented access control model. In section 4， we discuss 
information flow. 

2 System Model 

2.1 Object-oriented system 
Object・orientedsystems are composed of objects~ 

o bjects are encapsulations of data and methods for 
manipulating the data. There are two kinds of ob-
jects; classes and Instances. A cl槌 sis defined to be 
a set of attributes and methods. An instance is a tu-
ple of values， each of which is a value of an attribute 
in the class， with the methods of the class. Aもerm
“object" means an instance in mos色object-oriented
environment like JAVA and C++. 

A method of回 objectis invoked by sending a re・
que叫 messageもo七heobject. The method specified 
in the reque凶 messageis performed on the object on 
receipt of the request. Then， the objec色sendsthe re-
sponse back to the sender of the message. The method 
may further invoke methods in other objects. Thus， 
the invocations of the methods町 enested. 

A class can be deri ved from one or more cl剖 ses.
Here， suppose a class C2 is derived from a cl舗 SC1・

C2 is referredも0舗 asubcla8s of C1・Inturn， C1 is a 
supperclass of C2・Theclass C2 inheri旬もheattributes 
and methods of C1・Here，C2 is-a C1・Inheritancepro-
vides means for building new classes fぬmthe exist-
ing classes. A class may ove門oidethe definition of at-
tributes and methods inherited from the supperclass. 

Suppose that a method OP1 of an object 01 invokes 
a method "p2 of an object OOJ・There.are句pesof 
invocations， i.e. synchroπous， asynchrono包s，and one-
way invocations. In七hesynchronous invocation， the 
method OP1 blocks after invoking OP2 until receiving 
the response of句 2.This is a well-known remote proce-
dure call (RPC). Inもheasynchronous invocation， OP1 

does not block and continues the computation after 
invoking 0])2. However， OP1 eventually receivesぬere-
sponse from OP2・Thisis similarもoforlc in U nix. In 
the one-way invocation， OP1 neitker blocks after in-
voking 01'2 nor receives the response from停2・OP2is 
performed independen tly of op1・Inthe invoc叫 ionof 
OP2 by OP1， the object 01 plays a role of subject and 
D2 plays a role of object inぬeaccess control mod~l. 
In七henested invocation， the subjecιobject rel叫ionis 
relative. In this paper， we回 sume出品 everyin voca-
tion is synchronous. 

2.2 Roles 
Each subject plays some role in an org回 ization，

e.g. professor，ωsistant，出dstudent in auniversity. 
A -role represents a job function that describes th~ a~
thority and responsibility in the organization. Each 
person is舗 signedsome role and七henplays the role 
in theorgani刷 ion. Inもhe7'ole-based acce88 cont7'ol 
model [7，15，1叫， a role is modeled to be a set of acce 

s plays the role 7' in the organiz抗ion.On the 0もher
hand， .each access right is gIan旬dto subjects in the 
access control model. _ Here，' a. subject s is referred to 
as 60ωd with the role r if r is gr叩旬dto s. This 
me町田 th~t s can perform a method op on回 object
o if (0， op)εr. For example， let us consider two roles 
Profeisor and Student in a university. In the univer-
sity， professors give examinations to students. Then， 
the students write answers in the examination papers， 
and the professors mark the examinaもionpapers. An 
object Paper shows an examination paper. Paper sup-
ports methods make which writes questions in七hepa-
per， write which writes answers for the questions in the 
paper， and markwhich marksもhepaper. Marks which 
山estudents obtain 凶 theexamin叫ionsare kepもin
record in another object Recortl. Reco7'd supports 

oecord which stor岡山emar ks of the pa] 
ts， look which reads the record， and ch， 
nges the ~arks stored in the record. B 
伽 01'is .{(Pa.pe7'， malce) ， (Pa.per， ma 
，.ecord)， (Record， cha.nge)， (Record， 1似
nt is {(Pa..戸 1'， write)，(RecOrd， 1∞lc)}. 
旭 edmodel， a person who plays a ioll 

Professor in七heuniversity is granted the role Profes-
801'. A studenもisgranted the role Stuaent， i. e. a 
collection of access rights. Thus， it is e錨 ierto gran色
subjects access rights thanもheaccess control model. 

Some roles are hierarchical'y structured色orepre-
sen色logicalauthority and responsibility in an orga-
nization. If a role 1'， includes every access right _ of 
another role 1';， r， is 向島rredto回 higher仏 師 η (r;
~ ri). The rela七ion“三"is transitive. Here，色heroles 
1'， arid rj are也ncomparableif nei出erη~ 1'， nor 7'， ~ 
1';. Here， let us consider an Aooistant" who -can mar"k 
the examination pap~rs 叩d just look at the record， 
~hat is， Assistant-= -{(Pa.per~ mark)， (Record， 1ωk) 
}. Here， Assistant :さ Professorsince -ProfessorコAs-
aistant. Professors cannoもwriもeanswers in examina-
tion papers although they can make and mark the 
examination papers. However， 5加dentcan write pa-
pers. Therefore， 5ωdent is uncomparable with Pro-
fesso7' and Assistant. 

In a role-b槌 edmodel， each subjecもscan manip-
ulate an object 0 by invoking a method op of 0 only 
if s is granted a role including an 低ce~s righ~ (0-， op). 
If a subject s would like to exercise the authority of 
a role l' with which s is bound， the subject s first es-
tablishes a session to the role r. Then， 口 組 playa
role of 1'， i.e. s can manipulate 0 by op. For example， 
a subject s can perform amethod ma7'lc on回 object
Paper while a session between s and a role P7'ofesso7' 
or Ass白tantis established in Figure 1. The number of 
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Figure 1: Roles. 

method is adopted. Here， if the object 02 has the same 
owner創出eobjec色01and 8 is granted an access right 
(Ot，Dpl)'叩 1_can invoke OP2 even if 8 is not granted an 
access iight (02，叩 2)'Otherwise， OPl is allowed.to in-
voke 01'2 only百sis grantedもhe~ccess rigT.t (O~ ， op2)~ 
Suppose the response of OP2 carries some a剖aderived 
from the object 02・Onreceipt of the response，もhe
object句 maystore the data carried byもheresponse 
in itself， e.g.もhedata is stored in the file of o:z while 02 
continues七operform停 1by using the response. This 
means， information in 02 fiows七001through出einvo・

cation. The data may坦ow七00もherobjec旬 byfurther 
invocations. Thus， illegal information fiow may occur 
by using the ownership chain method. 

In this paper， we笛 sume七hesys旬mis composed 
of multiple auもonomousobjects， i.e. each object may 
have a different owner. Fl江主hermore，七 isdifticult， 
maybe impossible for each autonomous object色ogranも
access righ旬七osubjects. In this paper， we take an 
object pairwise approach where access rules are au-
thorized for a pair of auむonomousobjects Oi and 匂・

3 Purpose-Oriented Access Control 

3.1 Purpose concept 
The purpose-oriented model [17， 19] newly intro-

duces a purp08e conceptもothe access control model. 
A purp08e shows why each subject 8 manipulates an 
object 0 by invoking a method op of o. In the object-
based system， methods are in voked in the nested man-
ner. Suppose a subject s invokes a. method Dpl of a.n 
object 01釦 dもhenOP1 invokes a method句'2of an ob-
ject 02・Inthe purpose-orien ted model， OPl in voking a 
method 0]J2 of an object ~ shows purpose for what 01 
manipulates o:z， whi1e the access control model speci-
fies wheもheror noも01C回 manipula旬 02by in voking 
01'2. For example， suppose that a person 8 would like 
to withdra.w money from a. bank object B. In the ac-
cess control model， the person s can withdraw money 
from B if an access rule (8， B， withdro，w) is specified 
byもheau七horizerindependently of purpose for what 
8 spends the money. On the other hand， 8 can get 
money from the ba.nk B for purpose of hoωe・1ceeping
but not for drin1cing. A purpose・orieπtedaccess rule 
(8: h01J.8e-lceeping， B:切 ithdraw)is specified where a 
method house-keeping ofもheobject s shows the pur-
pose. Finally，ぬemethod OP1 of the object 01 can 

invoke Dp2 of 02 only if七hea.ccess rule (01 : OP1， 02: 
OP2) is specified. マ

3.2 Hierarchical system 

~ role _ is _ spec}fied ~n_ B:. collecti~n of access rights 
in the role-based model [7，15， 18]. We extend -the 
purpose-oriented access control model to incorporate 
the role concept. In the object-ba.sed system， objects 
are related in the invocation rela七ion.Let us consider 
cons~mer and producer objects ωan example [Fig-
ure 2J. Cons包merobjects send requests to Reto.iler 
objeds to purch槌 egoods. Retailer objects sell the 
goods if they have. Otherwise，the Rdailer objects or・
der Whole8aler objec旬 tosend the goods. The Whole-
sale1・。bjec旬 obtainthe goods from Producer objec旬.

Consumer objec旬 invokemethods supported by Re-
to，iler objects but invoke neither methods supported by 
Wholesaler nor Prod'包cerobjec旬.The Retailer objec旬
invoke methods supported by出eWholesaler objects 
buもinvokenei出erProducer nor Consume1・objec旬.

The Whole8aler objec旬 invokemethods supported by 
the Producer objec旬 butinvoke neither the Retailer 
nor Consumer objects. The Producer objects never 
invoke methods supported by the Consumer， Retailer， 
and Wholesaler objec旬. In this ex叩 lple，the objects 
can be classified in七osomelevels. Objec旬叫 alevel 
can in~oke methods supported by objec旬。.fa lower 
level but cannoもinvokeobjects of a higher level. Such 
a system is referred to as hiera何 hicalsystem. 

An object 01 is higher th祖 anotherobject 02 (01 >-
O:z) iff a method o.f 01 invokes a method of句 orotト句

>-02 .for some object 03・Here，Consumer>-Retailer 
>-Whole8aler>-Prod包cerin Figure 2. The objects are 
hierarchically structured in the sys旬miff 0 >-0 does 
not hold for every object 0， i.e.ト isirreflexive. A pair 
of objects 01 and 02 are at the same level (01三 02)iff 
neither 01 >-句 nor匂>-01・Forexample~ every pair 
of Retailer objec旬 areatもhesame level. Objects at 
the level 0 are objec旬 whichare not invoked by any 
other objects. The Consumer objec旬 areat level O. 
qbjects at _the ~evel i are objects which are invoked by 
objects at level i -1. In this paper， we assume that 
each object belongs to one level. That is， each object 
at level i invokes oll1y methods of objects at level i+ 1. 
Objects which do no色invokemethods o.f other objects 
a.re 抗出elowest level and named primitive objects. 
A hierarchico，l system is one where the objectsare hi-
erarchically structured. In this paper， we consider a 
sys同mwhere objects are hierarchically s七ructuredin 
the invocation relation. 

We consider roles in a hierarchical system. A role 
o.f a level i is a 
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levelO 

levell 

Figure 2: Hierarchical structure. 

method Bo品目'avelofもheobject TravelAgent' in 
the role TravelTeller can invoke the method Book of 
the object H otel'+1 in the role Tt・ωelConsultantand 
HotelOustomer [Figure 3]. 

TravelTe/ler 

level 

level i + I 

Figure 3: Hierarchical role. 

Supposeもhata method oPl of an object 01 invokes 
OP2 of 02・ Here，01 is 叫 alevel i and 02 is .at lev~l 
i + 1. We also suppose出品 anaccess right (01， op1} 
is in a role R1・Themethod op1 invokes amethod 
OP2 of an objecも02which is at level i + 1. Aむlevel
i-+ 1， the aCcess right (02，OP2) is included in roles 
R~+1 and ，m+l. If an object 01 is bounded wi色ha role 
R~+ 1， 01 is allowedもoinvokeもhemet刷物 ofthe 
o肖ect02・Thisis a simple 印刷lsionof the role-based 
model to the hierarchical object-based sys同m. Let 
us consider theもravelagent example shown in Figure 
2. The method BoolcTravelof出eTra，velAgent object 
invokes a method Book of出eHotelobject. 

Each method OPi of an object oi is granted a role 
ri ~ ({Oil ， OPi1)~ '''J (Oihi，opihi)}' T~is mc:a!lB，七he
methoa叩 ican invoke -a method tJPij of an objec色町j

an object Oi is invoked in a role r叩 dOPi can invoke 
methodsspecified. in a role ri.ロ
[Exanlple 1] Suppose thaももhereare two roles enter・

tainment and h，o'Use-keep切 indudingaccess right (p， 
drink初g)叩 d(p， sh，opp飢，g)，respectively. A pe~son-p 
:lays出erolesin a c∞omm町mun
ank ob凶je伺cもb by au もhori も句yof its role. If もhe method 
d吋πh切9of.p is invoked in七herole ente1・tainment，p 
is allowed色owithdraw money fromもhebank b. How-
ever， p is not allowed七odo so if drinking of p is in-
voked inもherole 11，0包se-keeping.Thus， the access rule 
is specified in a form (entertainment: p: drink旬g，
b: withdraw) where七hemethod d7・ink飢9shows the 
pv.rpose of p.ロ

JiTw::poo.-ori・a包.drole-based acceS8 rule I 

<e.aterta:L.ame.at: : ~ : dZ::Lo1c:LzJg， b:  .w:Lt.bdraw> 

Figure 4: Purpose-oriented role-b剖 edaccess. 

3.3 Class role 
The object・orientedsystem is composed of dasses 

and objec旬， i.e.insむancesof the classes. There are 
two kinds of access rights， clQ，8s and 飢stanceaccess 
rights. A class access nght isin a form (c， op) where 
c is a class and op is a method of the class c. .Onもhe
other hand， an inst組 ceaccess right is in a form (0， 
op) where 0 is釦 object釦 dop isもhemethod of 0.-

There areもwokindsof roles， i.e. class roles and 
iostance roles. A class role r is defined in terms of 
methods and classes， i.e. r 二{(~， OJ?) wh~re ~ is ~ 
classand opis a method ofc}. On此ieother hand， 
ao instance role r' is defined in旬rmsof methods and 
objec旬，i.e.r' = {(o，叩)， where ois an objec七and
op is a method of o}. r' is insta川iatedfrom the class 
role r. In七heinstance role r'， 0 is an object which is 
instanもiatedfrom 'a class c. 

class C 

…| 
object 0 

←C， op→ 

(〈仇op>)
instance role r I 

Figure 5: Class role and instance role. 
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For_example， aclass_role.memberis defined as mem-
ber= {(comp叫 er，u.se)} in Figure.6.. A class roleme11!--
ber is boundもoa class stu.dent， i.e. (8拘 dent，member). 
This meansもhatthe class s加dentiS authorized to ac司

cess加もhecl舗 scomp叫~er byもhemethodωe and auー

もhorityof七heclass 'role member. On the other hand， 
an object p is ins同ntiatedfrom a classs如dent部副

instance of s拘 dent.PC1 and PC2 are also instanti-
叫edfrom a class compu.ter. If p would tnanipulate 
PC1 inもhesystem， an instance role member is instan-
tiated from a class role memberもocontrol the access 
betweenp回 dPC1• An iri抗ancerole member is回 80・
ciated to p. Even if PC2 is an instance. of compu.ter， 
(PC2，包se)does not exist in the instance role member 
where p should not manipula.te PC2・

Memory 

I HDD inふω ↑
" I use c1ass levell 

• 1m爾 11 ↓|

事且♂~~p 

Figure 6: Inst銅色i叫 ionof class and role. 

Furthermore， there is an is-Q， rela.tion in object-
oriented systems. The is-Q， relation is defined among 
classes. We extend the role concept色oconform to the 
is・ιrelation. Suppose tha主主herea.reもwoclasses Cl 

and C2・Theclass C2 is defined掴 aspecia.lization of 
the cl制 Cl，i.e. C2 is・Q， Cl・The拭 ce8sright (C2，叩)is 
automatically included in the role r where r is given 
as ({Cl' op)}. This means thatむheaccess right of spe-
cia.lized cl槌 sis given toむherole whenむherole has an 
access Iight of its supperclass. 

4 Information Flow Control 
Inもherole-based access control model presented in 

the previous section， it is assuredむhat8ubjects ma-
nipulate objects based on rolesもowhich the subjects 
belong. However， illegal information fiow among ob-
jects may occur. Because legal and illegal information 
貴owamong七heobjects a.re not discussed. For exa.m-
ple， in Figure 7， suppose tha.t a. subject Si invoke~ write 
on a.n object Oj a.fter invoking read on Oi byもheau-
thori七yof a. role ri. This mea.ns七hat8i may write data 
o bta.ined from Oiも0.0;・ S; c~n ~ea.d da.ta. in oi ~e.n 
if rea.d access righ色isnoもauthorizeもoa role r・.This 
is the confinement problem pointed out in tlie basic 
access control model. In addition， a. subject can have 
multiple roles in the role-based model even if they can 
pla.y only one role at the same time. Suppose that a 

person A belongs to two roles chief and clerk. A per-
son A obtains some information仕ombook槌 aclerk 
and七henstores the data. derived fromもheinform抗 ion
in色obook鋪 ackieよ

Si 

S; 
J 

¥‘ seSSlon 
¥ 

Figure 7: Illegal information fiow. 

We classify methods of objec旬 wi出 respectto the 
following poin旬:

1. whether or no色ava.lue町 of首位ibute向 froman 
objecもOiis outpuも.

2. whether or no色ava.lue of 4& in Oi with input pa-
rameter is changed. 

The methods are classified in色ofour types in mR， mw， 
m R W， and mN・mRmeans that the method ouもputs
a va.lue but does not change Oi. mw  means that the 
method does Iio色outputbut changes Oi. The method 
mRW  ouむputsa value and changes Oi. The method 
mN  neither ouもputs a value nor changes oi・Forexam-
ple， a method co包nt・包.pis，classifiedto be mN  because 
count-u.p changes the s七aもeof the object but does no七
need inpu色parameter.count-up does not bring infor-
mation into an object. 
[Example勾Letus consider， a simple example about 
informa.tion ftow between a pair of objec旬 oiand町

in shown Figure 8. .A subject 8 is now in a session 
with a role ri. Here， s can invoke methods classified 
into mR  on Oi a.nd m R w  on 0; by七heauthori色yof ri， 
respectively. If s obtains information from oi through 
mR， s can invoke m R W  on 0; after the invocation of 
mR  on.Oi・Becausea set of r01es on Oi which is autho-
rizedもoexecuもemethods classified into m R  is a subset 
of roles on Oj which ia atithorized to perform methods 
cla.ssified into mR.ロ

5 Concluding Remarks 
This paper h舗 presented叩 accesscontrol model 

for distributed object-oriented systems with role con-
cepts. Rolesare higher level represen tation of access 
control models. We-have defi.ned a. role tomean what 
method c叩 beperformed on which object. F1.江主her-
more， we have discussed how to control informa.tion 
畳owto occurもhroughroles. 
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Figure 8: Information世owcontrol. 
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